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« meeloa is the promise of elegant furniture with refined 
and subtle curves. Our brand offers balanced furnishings 
between a bright design and clean lines. The sofas, 
armchairs, chairs and benches are vibrant and offer trendy 
colours that make our environment comfortable to live in.
The curves are fluid and purified to suit all types of interior. 
Originality and creativity at the service of beauty and 
comfort, such is the signature of the meeloa furniture. »

Gaël Tauvel & Aurélien Hivonnet
Creators of meeloa
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meeloa is a French brand, trendy and 
upmarket, created in 2017 with an ambition 
of worldwide diffusion.
Our creations are original, durable and 
comfortable.

Couverture
canapé emoa

Double Page
canapé alveo
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meeloa is inspired by the Swedish art of living called "Lagom". In 
terms of furniture, Lagom advocates the "just the right thing" and the 
right balance through a minimalist decoration. The furniture is 
arranged to gather the family together, to promote communication 
and sharing. On a daily basis, Lagom favors nature and to consume 
less but better.

meeloa comes back in 2019 with two collections, Pariß bÿ Night and 
Provence offering two distinct universes and both matching 
current trends.
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Double Page
chaises manila
table à dîner nomae
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A GLOBAL PRESENCE

Since 2017, the concept has been gathering more and more 
women and men in a common project carried by the brand 
image and the style of meeloa.

      1 exclusive distributor in France and Benelux
      1 exclusive distributor in China
      20+ resellers in France and 1 reseller in Romania

To succeed, meeloa has defined a quality and accessible product offering to answer 
to profound changes in our developed societies.

 ► increasing in the overall standard of living favors household averaging
      and mass consumption.
 ► consumers desire more design and quality

We respond to these changes by a masstige positioning in a globalized market
(mass market / prestige).

With our partners, our ambition is to establish meeloa as a furniture reference in 
the world through a strong image of design and quality.
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CHOOSING MEELOA
Referencing meeloa is adopting customizable products 
adapted to a demanding target.
meeloa is a dynamic and modern furniture brand built around 6 
key values:

DURABILITY

COMFORT QUALITY

DESIGN SIMPLICITY

AFFORDABLE

Our furniture is sketched by European designers and is tailored in our workshops 
according to our partners requirements.

In 2019, we introduce two collections related to strong images of France but 
each representing a particular universe with its own colours and fabrics.
First of all, the collection "Paris By Night" offering a velvet of high quality with 
exceptional comfort. Its two trendy colors pay tribute to French refinement.
We also offer the collection "Provence" inviting to a trip to the south of France 
with its large mesh fabric and its soft and warm colors.

The colours of fabric coverings and woods can be customized. This gives you 
the means to offer your customer products that meet their requirements.

Purchase conditions
Products are sold to distributors FOB China in 40HQ containers. The MOQ per 
model is 12 pieces, with a maximum of 6 models and 6 colours in a container. 
Subject to certain circumstances, more models and more colours may be mixed.
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A QUALITY DESIGN
& NEAT FINISHES
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HIGH DENSITY FOAM

We combine 3 layers of foam of 
different densities to offer excellent 
sitting comfort over the very long 
term.

WOODEN STRUCTURE

The structures of our seats are 
made of high quality plywood, 
giving them an exceptional lifetime.

SEAMS AND ULTRA-RESISTANT FABRICS

We have selected high quality fabrics offering great comfort. We make beautiful 
and sturdy seams offering years of pleasure without alteration.

Our upholstery is also used by hotel and restaurant professionals.
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LEGS IN SOLID ASH WOOD
strong, stable & resistant
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We use a natural ash foot structure. It is a strong and 
durable solid wood, often chosen by cabinet makers 
for luxury furniture.

All of our woods come from forests that meet FSC 
environmental standards that promote responsible 
use of nature.

The legs of the meeloa furniture are embellished with Teflon glides offering a 
great stability as well as ease of handling on all types of floor (parquet, carpet, 
vinyl or tiling).
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We strive to provide our partners and end customers with a 
serene reception.

 FROM OUR WORKSHOPS
TO THE EXPEDITION

QUALITY 
CONTROL 
Comprehensive 
and systematic 
verification of 
products at the 
exit of our 
workshops.

CARTONS
5-PLY carton. 
Durable packaging, 
ready for shipping 
and marked with 
the meeloa logo.

PACKING
The seat and legs 
are knocked down 
and accompanied 
by an Allen key 
and a bag of 
stainless steel 
screws. The whole 
thing is packed in 
a plastic bag and 
protected from 
mold by a 
moisture absorber.

DOCUMENTATION
The product is 
accompanied by a 
documentation 
including assembly 
instructions, 
technical 
information and 
composition, as 
well as a meeloa 
postcard.
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As seen in:
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THEY TALK ABOUT US

The trade press is unanimous in identifying meeloa as a brand 
to follow

Who better than our partners to talk about meeloa?
They are delighted to work with us, and we are proud to count 
them among our partners.

« meeloa is a young product, positioned masstige that offers a new 
way to bring design and originality into the home. »

Frédéric Devige
Exclusive distributor meeloa in France and Benelux

« meeloa reflects the ideal personality to have: colour, 
simplicity, design and comfort. At home, in an office or in 
a waiting room, you can dress every decor with meeloa 
products. 100% of customers entering the showroom are 
struck by beauty, colour, touch. »

Michaël and Farez Remtoula
Owners of the meeloa store in Saint-Pierre, Reunion Island

By offering furniture in 
wood and fabric, with light 
curves and vibrant colours, 
meeloa offers a new way to 
bring design and originality 
into the home.
Ouest Magazine

(...)a bright design with 
pure lines. Sofas, 
armchairs, chairs, benches 
carry vibrant, lively colours 
that make the house 
happy.(...)Originality and 
creativity at the service of 
beauty and comfort, such is 
the signature of the 
furniture meeloa.
Maison & Jardin magazine

The Scandinavian and 
minimalist look, all in colour, 
conceals a good quality, 
thanks to the combination 
of solid wood - ash - for the 
base and the structure, and 
generous foam covered 
with thick fabrics.
Le Courrier du Meuble et de l’Habitat
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Collection

Pariß bÿ night

Very high quality velvet 
with unmatched soft 
touch
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Champagne

Dark Green

Professional quality

Martindale 45 000
15
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Collection

Provence

Large mesh fabrics in 
pastel colors
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SLATE BLUE

SAND

AGATE GREY

OLIVE GREEN

LAVENDER

Professional quality
Martindale 45 000
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Provence

ChampagneDark Green

maestro
FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 85 cm
Depth: 88 cm
Height: 81 cm
SEAT
Width: 59 cm
Depth: 61 cm
Height: 43 cm

ßand agate greyßlate blue
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Dark Green Champagne

FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
SOFA
Width: 186 cm
Depth: 89 cm
Height: 82 cm
SEAT
Width: 152 cm
Depth: 68 cm
Height: 44 cm

alveo

ßand agate greyßlate blue

Provence

CHAISE LONGUE MUSIKA
This extension attaches very easily to the left or right of the alveo with screws under the seat.
Width: 75 cm
Depth: 136 cm

Available in the same colors as the Alveo model
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eloa
FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 65 cm
Depth: 67 cm
Height: 79 cm
SEAT
Width: 45 cm
Depth: 47 cm
Height: 48 cm

Dark Green Champagne

olive green lavender agate grey

Provence
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emoa

Dark Green Champagne

olive green lavender agate grey

Provence

FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
SOFA
Width: 144 cm
Depth: 70 cm
Height: 78 cm
SEAT
Width: 120 cm
Depth: 51 cm
Height: 45 cm
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Provence

FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: no

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 67 cm
Depth: 86 cm
Height: 108 cm
SEAT
Width: 56 cm
Depth: 58 cm
Height: 49 c

victoria

Champagne

ßlate blue ßand agate grey

Dark Green
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nest
FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 55 cm
Depth: 67 cm
Height: 72 cm
SEAT
Width: 53 cm
Depth: 43 cm
Height: 32,5 cm

Provence

ßlate blue ßand agate grey

olive green lavender
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Provence

oscar
FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: no

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 67 cm
Depth: 77 cm
Height: 65 cm
SEAT
Width: 56 cm
Depth: 44 cm
Height: 43 cm

ßlate blue

ßand

agate grey
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Provence

oscar love

ßlate blue

ßand

agate grey

FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
SOFA
Width: 141 cm
Depth: 76 cm
Height: 68 cm
SEAT
Width: 128 cm
Depth: 48 cm
Height: 44 cm
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FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CAHIR
Width: 46 cm
Depth: 55 cm
Height: 80 cm
SEAT
Width: 45 cm
Depth: 40 cm
Height: 47 cm

basi

olive green

lavender

agate grey

Provence
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teddy
FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 45 cm
Depth: 49 cm
Height: 102 cm
SEAT
Width: 42 cm
Depth: 35 cm
Height: 76 cm

Provence

agate greyolive green

lavender
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olive green

lavender

agate grey

aldo
FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 56,5 cm
Depth: 62 cm
Height: 81 cm
SEAT
Width: 48 cm
Depth: 46 cm
Height: 47 cm

Provence
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FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 46 cm
Depth: 55 cm
Height: 84 cm
SEAT
Width: 45 cm
Depth: 42 cm
Height: 48 cm

manila

olive green

lavender

agate grey

Provence
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FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

bastille

Dark Green Champagne

ßlate blue ßand agate grey

Provence

DIMENSIONS
BENCH
Width: 110 cm
Depth: 40 cm
Height: 45 cm
SEAT
Width: 110 cm
Depth: 40 cm
Height: 45 cm
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* weight varies according to the fabric
** data collected on several points (seat, backrest, armrests)

lanster
DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 77 cm
Depth: 67 cm
Height: 74 cm
SEAT
Width: 55 cm
Depth: 48 cm
Height: 49 cm

FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

yoko
FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 61 cm
Depth: 61 cm
Height: 82 cm
SEAT
Width: 50 cm
Depth: 46 cm
Height: 50 cm

roman
DIMENSIONS
CHAIR
Width: 55 cm
Depth: 58 cm
Height: 82 cm
SEAT
Width: 52 cm
Depth: 44,5 cm
Height: 45 cm

FEATURES
SEAT
Fabric: 100% polyester (245 ~ 380g) *
Foam: polyurethane (35-45kg / m3) **
Structure: plywood (Eucalyptus, class E1)
LEGS
Structure: ash wood
Foot pads: Teflon
Removable: yes
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SOLUTIONS FOR PROFESSIONALS

Hotels, restaurants or bars, meeloa adapts to your needs

We can supply 4 types of fabrics and a large choice of colors according to your 
needs. All our coatings are of high quality and can be used in public environment. 
Anti-stain or non-fire (M1) treatments are available upon request.

We also have the possibility to offer different legs adapting to all styles of 
decoration.

Contact us to know all the possibilities that we can propose to the actors of the 
professional industry: france@meeloa.com

WATERPROOF
100% polyester

Martindale > 20 000

ECO-LEATHER
100% PU

NUBUCK
80% polyester
20% polyamide

Martindale > 15 000

SOLID ASH WOOD
NATURAL COLOUR

SOLID ASH WOOD
BROWN COLOUR

METAL LEGS
BLACK SWIVEL

BIG MESH
84% polyester
16% polyamide

Martindale > 45 000

VELVET
100% polyester

Martindale > 45 000
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*outside of France and Benelux

become a distributor*:
partnership@meeloa.com

official website
www.meeloa.com

Copyright © meeloa 2019 - Furniture made by meeloa ® printing: EASYFLYER, 21 rue de la fonderie 45100 Orléans. www.meeloa.com
Picture emoa with model, cover page et page 14: copyright DANIELLE WANG.

Subject to changes in stock. We are not responsible for product and price changes or printing errors.

Do not litter.
Ne pas jeter sur la voie publique.

meeloa is committed to the preservation of our 
planet, to be in sync with our ideas, our catalogs 
are made of recycled paper.
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